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Abstract
A. G. Mezerik and his wife Marie Hempel Mezerik worked for the protection of civil rights. Mr. Mezerik was active in the early days of the UAW and also headed the Aid the Spanish Republic and China Aid committees. Their papers include a portion of a manuscript describing A. G. Mezerik’s life growing up in Detroit, Michigan during the years of 1912-1920 and a scrapbook on the Black Legion Citizens Committee; Aid the Spanish Republic and China Aid committees; and the Conference for the Protection of Civil Rights (1937-38).

Important Subjects:
Civil rights--Michigan
Civil Rights Federation
Arrangement
Folders (or items) are listed by their location within each box. They are not arranged, so any given subject may be dispersed throughout the entire collection.

Box 1
1. Manuscript, 1985 February 22
2. Scrapbook: User Copy

Box 2
1. Scrapbook: Original
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